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TODAY’S  QUOTE







WIELDING(Verb): सभँालना

To deal successfully with : manage

EXPELLED(Verb) : ननष्कानसत

To force somebody to leave a country, school, 

club, etc.





Bolstered(Verb) : सहारा देना

Meaning : To support something, or make something 

stronger

Synonyms: Boost , Strenthen

Antonyms : Hurt , Injure

Sentence: The UN is sending more troops to bolster the 

peacekeepers.



Compliance(Noun) : नतीजा ननकलना

Meaning : The act of obeying an order, rule, or request

Synonyms: Conformity , Obedience

Antonyms: Rebellion , Refusal

Sentence: The company was in compliance with the 

various safety regulations.



Surpassed(Verb) : अनिक होना

Meaning : To do or be better or more than something 

else

Synonyms: Excel , Transcend

Antonyms : Fail , Lose

Sentence: He was determined to surpass the 

achievements of his older brothers.



Enthusing(Verb) : उत्साहजनक

Meaning : Talk in excited way about something good

Synonyms: Eager , Excited

Antonyms: Apathetic , casual

Sentence: Such people are really enthused by the new 

initiatives, rather than dampening them down.



Steeper(Adj.) : ढलान

Meaning : (of a slope) rising or falling at a sharp angle

Synonyms : Outrageous , Sharp

Antonyms : Low , Flat

Sentence: The southern slope of the range is gentle but 

short, the northern slope long and steep.



Anticipation(Noun) : संभावना

Meaning : A feeling of excitement about something 

that is going to happen in the near future

Synonyms : Prolepsis , Expectation

Antonyms : Doubt , Surprise

Sentence: In anticipation of the baby's arrival, we 

have prepared the nursery.



Trajectory(Noun) : गनत रेखा

Meaning : Line that object follows through the air

Synonyms: Ambit , Route

Antonyms: Off-Track

Sentence: In order to become a certified yoga 

instructor, one must follow a certain trajectory.



Expedite(Verb) : शीघ्र

Meaning : To cause something to be done or progress 

more quickly

Synonyms: Accelerate , Precipitate

Antonyms: Delay , Hinder

Sentence: We've got to expedite this order because 

they need it by tomorrow.



Rationalise(Verb) : नसद्ध करना

Meaning : To create a reason, explanation, or excuse 

for something

Synonyms: Justify , Vindicate

Antonyms: Invalidate , Negate

Sentence: He rationalized that if he dissolved dry 

materials in water they would be better utilized by the 

plant.



Spur(Noun) : पे्ररणा

Meaning : To encourage an activity or development or 

make it happen faster

Synonyms: Stimulus , Incitement

Antonyms: Discourage , Repress

Sentence: One of the best spurs for the efficient use of 

energy is proper pricing so that consumers can decide 

how to use it most efficiently.



WORD POWER



Find Out ?

Forged(Verb) : जाली

Meaning : To make an illegal copy of something in 

order to deceive

Pomp(Noun) : िूमिाम

Meaning : A show of magnificence : 

splendor



Find Out ?

Blockade(Noun) : नाकाबंदी

Meaning : Action preventing things moving 

somewhere.

Prominence(Noun) : प्रमुखता

Meaning : The state of being easily seen 

or well known



Find Out ?

Scrutiny(Noun) : छानबीन

Meaning : A searching study, inquiry, or inspection 

: examination

Retribution(Noun) : बदला

Meaning : Punishment for a crime
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Crucial(Adj.) : महत्वपूणण

Meaning : Extremely important

Culminate(Verb) : नतीजा ननकलना

Meaning : Bring to a head or to the highest 

point
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Callousness(Noun) : 

Insensitive and cruel disregard for others.

Distress(Noun) : नवपनि

Meaning : A feeling of extreme worry, 

sadness, or pain



A small uptick: On November’s GST 

revenues 

GST Collection In November Tops Rs 1.4 Lakh 

Crore for 9 Straight Months; Up 11% To Rs 1.46 

Lakh Crore



ARTICLE

Tax collections show consumers have been cautious about festive 

spending 

India’s gross Goods and Services Tax (GST) revenues grew almost 11% 

this November to nearly ₹1.46 lakh crore. While this is only the tenth 

such occasion since the onset of the GST in July 2017 that revenues 

have been over ₹1.4 lakh crore, that mark has been consistently topped 

for nine months now. The two highest GST monthly receipts so far —

over ₹1.67 lakh crore in April and ₹1.51 lakh crore in October — were 

partly bolstered by taxpayers filing quarterly returns. Discounting 

periodic spikes in compliance, one can possibly peg the ₹1.4 lakh crore 

as the new normal baseline for monthly GST revenues hereon. With 

almost ₹12 lakh crore already in the GST kitty this year, the 

Government is likely to end up with a not-insignificant surplus over its 

Budget. This is welcome fiscal headroom, especially since the Centre’s 

subsidy bill on items such as fertilizers and foodgrains has also 

surpassed the Budget math, and may help the Government stick to its 

fiscal deficit target. 



On the flip side, however, November’s GST revenues are not an enthusing 

indicator about the state of the broader economy.

The 10.9% overall GST revenue growth in November, reflecting 

transactions undertaken in October when the major festivals, including 

Deepavali, occurred — is the slowest uptick recorded since June 2021. 

November revenues were the lowest in three months and marked a nearly 

4% dip from October’s kitty. E-way bills generation, broadly indicating 

outflow of goods from producers to the wholesale and retail supply chains, 

dropped a steeper 8.6% sequentially, perhaps as factories recorded higher 

downtimes amid extended holidays. One would have expected festive 

consumption to spike the GST intake despite the e-way bills decline, as 

inventories were already built up in anticipation. That effect appears 

muted and it is quite puzzling that revenues contracted year-on-year in as 

many as seven States, including Gujarat and Kerala. Growth in inflows 

from domestic transactions slowed from 18% in October to 8% last 

month, while revenues from imports of goods rose to 20% in November —



a possible sign that the consumption recovery remains uneven, with goods 

consumed by higher income groups seeing a better rebound. December’s 

post-festival GST collections could yield a clearer picture, both on the 

sustainability of the headline revenue numbers and the growth trajectory 

of the economy. The GST Council, meeting this month after another 

prolonged gap, must expedite long-awaited action on pending issues to 

bolster compliance, and not lose sight of the larger, currently-deferred 

plan to rationalise the tax rates with a view to spur broad-based and 

sustainable consumption growth.
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